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CHAPTER I

ÏNTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to establish techni-
ques for the analyses and optimum design of a multi-purpose

water resource development. A hypothetical water resource

system consi-sting of a hydro por¡rer plant, a flood control pro-

ject, and an irrigation project which each use one common dam

and reservoir will be investigated. These three projects have

already been designed as single purpose projects in other
(1,5,6)

separate theses, and these projects will then be combined in

thj-s thesis to obtain. the multi-purpose optimum design yielding

maximum total net benefits. These projects rvill make competing

demands upon the limited quantity of available water supply and

this limited resource must then be allocated among these projects

in such a way that total net benefits are maximized. The tech-

niques required for the optimum allocation of a limited resource

such as water and also for the optimum 1eve1 of development of

such variables as storage capacity and dam height will then be

investigated and it will be shown that these can be used effect-

ively for solving this problem.

Before the multi-purpose

simple single purpose hydro system

a special hydro system integration
hydro development will be found in

development is analysed, the

will first be analysed using

and the optimum single. purpose

Chapter II. Then the
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irrigation and flood control projects will be introduced and

the multi.-purpose analysis will be made in chapter III. A

sensitivity analysis will also be included. in Chapter IV on

various fact.ors such as the interest rate, alternative thermal

po\^rer costs, the po\^¡er demand growth rate, and dam cost

estimates to determine the effect of changes in these para-

meters on the optimum solution, and to find. the costs, both

avoidable and unavoidable, involved due to incorrect estimates

of these parameters. Finally a benefit-cost sunmary of this

multi-purpose development will be presented in Chapter V with

a suggested solution for the sharing of joint costs'

)



CHAPTER TI

SINGLE PURPOSE HYDRO DEVELOPÌqIENT

2-l System Composition

The present power system in this hypothetical problem

consists of a thermal plant and a hydro plant. Additional cap-

acity is now required. to meet the growing povrer d.emand, and

this additional capacity can be provided by constructing a new

dam and por^/er plant at Tobin Rapids, or by adding niore therma'l

capacity and perhaps also more hydro capacity at the existing

hydro plant. The least costly sequence of power development

must be found, and if this includes Èhe construction of the

Tobin Rapids dam, the optimum height. of dam and level of storage

capacity must be calculated so that the present discounted

value of all future power production costs is minimized.

The existing power system has 500 MW of thermal cap-

acity and 500 MW of hydro ca¡lacity at Grand Rapids. This layout

is shown in Figure l. The Grand Rapids plantr on the Rio Saska

downstream of Tobin Rapids, has 400 feet of developed head and.

6,000 sfm of storage capaci-ty, and. now produces an average of
234 MVIC (megawatts continuous) of power.

The total po!ìrer demand is shown in Figure 2. The'

system has an annual growth rate of 6%, a load. factor of 0.6,

and 10? spare capacity. The present energy demand is therefore
(.6) (.9) (1000) - 540 M!^IC. Both ,the power supply and the

3.



installed capacity of 1000 MVf must be expanded at 6? annually.

The load duration curve and. the peak percentage curve of the

power demand are shown in Figures 3a and 3b. These curves

can be used. to determine whether or not the hydro capacity

in this system is firm.

The future hydro po\^ler plant at Tobin Rapids may

have a developed head ranging from 0-400 feet, and storage

capacity of 0-100,000 sfm (cfs-months). The topography of
the dam site is shown in Figure 4 and the storage elevation curve

is shown in Figure 7. The bankful capacity of the Rio Saska

downstream of Tobin Rapids is 301000 cfs and this will limit,
the total hydro power capacity which can be installed at
Tobin Rapid.s. Previous engineering studies (Reference 1)

have shown that the most economical dam at, Tobin Rapids for
laige developed heads will be a zoned earthfill dam with a

chute spillway on the north bank of the river and a hydro

po\^/er canal on the south bank leading from the reservoir to

a powerhouse downstream of the rapids. Downstream water

elevation is 800 feet, and therefore the total d.eveloped

head will be 100 feet higher than the dam which has its base

at elevation 900 feet.. The cost of the dam and spillway for
vari-ous full supply levels is shown in Figure 6a, and from

4.



this cost curve the incremental costs of developed head

per foot can be d.erived and. these are shown in Figure 6b.

The costs of the hydro power canal and penstocks as designed

are $1810001000, these being almost constant over various

elevations at high level developments. ' This canal has a

capacity of 30,000 cfs and. a depth,of, 50 fe,et. 10 f.e,e,t

minirnum depth of flow and 5 feet of freeboard are requiredr.

and therefore the allowable fluctuation of water levels in
the canal is 35 feet. Tf fluctuations of water leve1 in

the reservoir are greater than this, it. has been found most

economical to build a gated int.ake structure for the canal

to limit fluctuation in the canal, and the reservoir full

supply leve1 will then be above the full supply level of
the canal which determines the developed head at the po\^/er

plant. The economic analysis of this cross-over point

involves not only the costs of the canal and the intake

structure, but also the hydro power benefit of developed

head, which is restricted. by the intake structure. This

analysis will not be repeated here however.

The costs of hyd.ro po\¡rer generating capacity are

shown in Figure 5, and the annual costs of hydro and thermal

capacity are shown in Table I. The hydro capacity cost

shown here includes all power plant costs of turbines,

5.



6.

generators, and powerh-ouse., but excludes the cost of pen-

stocks, po\der canal, and. dam.

The streamflow record at Tobj.n Rapids is shown

in Table rr. The average flow is 1orl58 cfs. From this
data a storage vs dependable flow curve can be obtained, and

this is shown in Figure g.

2-2 Methodoloqy

with this information it is noi^r possible to
proceed and to make an analysis of the optimum hyd.ro deverop-
ment at Tobin Rapids. The objective in planning any

economic development is to maximize the present d.iscounted

varue of neË benefits, based on all future benefits and
trcosts. , rn power planning the price of power is usuarly

fixed by government regulation and the growth rate of power

deinand is more or less sLeady and. predictable. The benefits
of power production can therefore be considered as invariable,
and the objective of power planning then becomes to minimize

the present value of alr future por^¡er production costs
required to meet a given povrer demand.

The possibility of influencing por¡rer demand by

raising prices or restricting supply is rarely considered

although it is a theoretical alternative. rn any case changes

* Indirect benefits and costs, such as conservation, pollution,
regional developrnent, recreation, etc. should. also be
evaluated and included in the benefit cost analysis whenever
they exist.

t
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in power demand will affect the optimum development sequence

only through changes in the growth rate of the system, and if
new additions to the system are relatively sma1l compared to

it.s total size, the optimum sequence of power development will
be relatively insensitive to the growth rate of power demand

and to changes in this growth rate induced by changing po\,rer

prices or by short term restrictions of power supply. Other

possibilities of influencing power demand., such as discrimin-
atory pricing to reduce peak demand, or the use of penalty

functions and coxnpensations for failure to meet total demand

if the system is not. firm, have also been omitted in order

to simplify this analysis. The power demand is therefore
assumed to be independant, and. the least costly d.evelopment

which meets this demand must be found.

Hydro system planning is usually regarded as a
problem of cost minimization. Several alternative sequences

of power development are investigated, and the sequence which

has the least present varue of costs is serected as the most

economical. Such an approach is quite adequate when the

number of alternative seguences is small. {or example, if
there are N potential new power plants, the nurnber of sequences

of development is N factorial, or Nl, where Nl = (N) (N-r) (N-2)... (l)

When N becomes large the number of possible seguences of.
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of development rapidly apÞroaches infinity however. rt wourd

Èhen be impossible to investigate all the alternative seguences

of development, and criteria such as average costs per unit of
capacity or energy production would. have to be introduced j-n

order to rank projects in some order of prioriÈy to establish
approximately the optimum sequence of development. sma11

permutations in the approximate optimum sequence could. then

be made to find the exact optimum seguence.

ff each potential hydro plant in a system study is
of a fixed and invariable size with respect to developed head

and. storage capacity, the selection of the least costly sequence

of development will still be a relatively simple problem.

However, Lf a hydro plant has a cont.inuously variable head or

variable storage capacity, then the number of possible atter-
native developments again approaches infinity, and a more

sophisticated economic analyses will be required to determine

the optimum leve1 of development of such a variable size plant.
In both the case of variable size pov¡er plants and,

the case of nu¡rerous alternatives an economic analyses will
require shadow prices to determine optimum developments.

These shadow prices will equal the incremental costs of povrer

production. The net benefits of one project can 'then be

cailculated and maximized using these shadow prices. The net

benefits in this case will be the difference in costs between

a development with and without this project. These shadow

8.



9.

prices for power can then be used to calculate the incremental

benefits of developed head or storage in a variable size povüer

plant and to locate the optimum level of devetr-opment at which

incremental benefits equal incremental costs. In a steady

state system (no load. growth) the shadow price of power

would be equal to the incremental costs of porver production

for the optimum combination of power plants, and the use of

shadow prices in maximizing Èhe net benefits of each variable

size project in this system would result. in the equalization

of incremental production costs for all projects, which is a

necessary condition for an optimum ín this case. ïf the system

is growing in time however, incremental costs of production

at different times are no longer comparable to each other due

to discounting, and. the shadow price of power which is based

upon these incremental costs must then bè d.efined as the present

discounted value of all future incremental production costs:
reo

(Shadow Price)^ = I (Incremental Cost)v Jo ----'t

where "-=t = d^iscount factor

r = discount rate
(Incremental

Cost) 
a

"-tt r dt

= incremental cost of power production
at time t in the optimum sequence of
development.

This relationship should. be obvious, but a mathem-

atical proof is given in Append.ix A.
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The Tobin Rapids po\i/er development is welJ. suiËed

to an analysis using shadow prices because there is only one

alternative to the development of the hyd.ro plant at lobin

Rapids, and. this is the addition of more thermal capacity

which has a very well defined and constant incrementaL cost.

Energy or capacity which is not supplied by Tobin Rapids must

be supplied. by thermal poÌ^/er, and theref ore the benefits of

po!üer production at Tobin Rapids can be expressed through

shadow prices as the savings in thermal production costs, ât

a rate of 4 miIIs/KWH for energy and çLB/KW/YR for capacity

(see Table I). These shadow prices can then be used Èo

evaluate the benefits of the Tobin Rapids hydro development,

without. going to the trouble of comparing the total present

discounted value of all costs of this sequence of development

with the costs of the next best alternative sequence of

d.evelopment. The net benefits in this case are implicit.ly

defined as the difference in costs between the sequence of

development including Tôbin Rapids and the optimum sequence

of development excluding this hydro plant, or the opportunity

value of the hydro po\^/er plant' at Tobin Rapid.s.

2-3 Approximate Analysis

An approximate esÈirnate of the benefits of the Tobin

Rapid.s hydro po\^ter project. will first be rnade to establish

the order of magnitude of Èhese benefits and to see whether
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or not further investigation is warranted.. Afterwards a more

detailed analysis using a computer simulation of the porver

system will be used to calculate the exact benefits of this

project and its optimum level of development.

The hydro benefits of Tobin Rapids can be computed

using shad.ow prices for power equal to the incremental costs

of alternative thermal power generation as discussed previously.

These prices are 4 miLLs/KWH for energy and çL9/KW/YR for

capacity (See Table ïï). The allowable installed capacity

at Tobin Rapids is limited by a downstream bankful capacity

of 30r0OO cfs. The maximum allowable capacity is therefore:

Max. capacity (Kw) = ffi= = W = 2,ooo H

The average energy production of Tobin Rapids can be estimated

if we assume that the pilant utilizes abouL 3/4 of the available

streamflow:

E '= t 9=H=" = 3/4 (lqr118)H ('85) - s'g H (Kwc)11.8 'f ' 11. I
The annual value of energy, at 4 mills/KwH as Èhe alternative

fuel cost of thermal .rrlrgy, is:

ValueE = 4x8760 = $35,/KI,lC/yR

The annual cost of hydro capacity, from Table I, is

$l0/iff/YR (power plant only) , and therefore the net value of

hyd.ro capacity is 18 10 = çl/I{tl/YR. WiLh these values for

capacity and energy, it is now possible to estimate the

approximate annual value of the Tobin Rapids power development:
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Tota1 Va1ue = Average Energy x Value of Energy
* Capacity x Value of Capacity

ToÈaI Value = 548 H (35) + 2,000 H (8)

= lg ,2OO H + 16 ¡OO0 H

35,200 H 1$/year)

The annual costs of the dam will be 6 Z for interest

plus 0.22 for operation, maintenance and depreciation. At

the optimum height of development of the dam the annual costs

of an increment in developed head will equal the annual bene-

fits of incremental head. The allorvable cost of incremental

head will therefore be:

6.22 (cost of dH) = Annual benefits/fL. =

Allowable Capital Cost of dH = 35 !?90
,062

$3s,200/fE.

= $568,000/fL.

This figure can bei compared to the incremental costs

of the dam and related works at Tobin Rapids for various heights,

and an approximate optimum height of dam can then be found.

The costs of the dam are shown in Èigure 6a and the increment.al

costs of developed head are shorvn in Figure 6b. From Lhis

figure it can be seen that incremental costs of about $500 ,000/ft-. I

occur at a fulI supply level elevation of about 1180 feet, and

this will then be the approximate optimum height of dam. The

approximate vaLue of power benefits would be 380 feet x

935,200/fE./year = $ 13,400,000 /yr. The present discounted

value at 6? discount rate would. be ç2201000,000. The costs
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would be approximately $60r000r000 (from Figure 6a) and

therefore the net benefits of Tobin Rapids would be approx-

imately $160,000,000. Further investigation of the project

is therefore definitely justified. This method is simple

and short and useful for a quick preliminary investigation,

but it is not sufficient for a more det.ailed design and

benefit cost analysis. For that purpose a computer aided

simulation of the power system will be necessary to calculate

hydro benefits.

2-4 Computer Simulation

ïn order to calculate the exact hydro benefits of

the new povrer plant at Tobin Rapids, the whole po\^/er system

must be operated with various different levels of develop-

ment at Tobin Rapids, and the benefits at each of these l-evels

must be calculated. Consideration must be paid to the exist-

ing hydro development and related storage reservoirs. The

new hydro energy production in addition to this existing

hydro production must then be caIculated.. The load growth

of the system must also be considered, because the system

will be able to absorb more hydro energy during flood periods

as it gro\^rs in size, and so average annual hyd.ro energy

prod.uction will increase as the total pov¡er d.emand increases.

The variability of flow records must be considered, and so

the hydro system must be operated over a number of years in

order to obtain precise estimates of the expected benefiÈs.
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In ord.er to meet these requirements, a computer

program was written to simulate the operation of the hydro

power system. Several assumptions vrere made in order to
sirnplify this syst.em analysis. Variations in developed head

due to changes in storage could be ignored because an intake

structure in the hydro po\der canal separated. the reservoir
from the cdnal which would in effect be the power plant
forebay. This relationship is shown in Figure g. The maximum

fluctuation of water level in the canal is 35 feetr'and if
reservoir fluctuations are greater than this they will not

affect the canal water level. An increase in storage capacity

can be obtained by raising the height of the dam whj-le main-

taining the same canal elevation. The alternative of increas-

ing the depth of the canal is more expensive than raising
the.dam for canal depths of greater than 50 feet. the developed

head, which depends on the canal full supply level, is assumed

to remain constant in the computer program. During dry periods

this water leve1 may drop in practice, but this is ignored.

The use of detailed reservoir operat.ing rules has

also been omitted d.ue to the difficulty of calculating these.

These operating rules Would change each time the total developed

head, total storager or load year and^ total hyd.ro firm energy

requirements changed.. Seven different heights of dam, five
d.if ferent levels of storage, and ten d.if ferent load. years were

studied, resulting in a total of 350 different points, and it
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would be rather difficult to calculate optimum sets of
reservoir operating rules for each one of these points. It^

was therefore assumed that of the total storage capacity,

10r000 SFM would be reserved for firm energy requirements,

and. all the rest would be available for energy maximization.

The power system was furLher simplified. by inte-
grating the whole hydro system and assuming that if the total

hydro system was firm, each separate hydro plant. would also

be firm. This wíll avoid the problem of operating each plant

in the system separately. The details on this procedure are

given below.

2-5 Hydro S]¡stem Integration

since it has only two plants, and the separate operation of

these two plants would not be too difficult. However, if a

hyd.ro system had numerous plants, the separate operation of
each one of Èhese plants in an optimum manner in order to

'4 . -

calculate the increase in total benefits due to o,ne additional
plant would become rather complicated. The problem of d.etailed

operating rules.for each of these plants can be avoided by

integrating the whole hyd.ro system and regarding it. as one

large plant. This can.be accomplished by converting all

natural flows multiplied by the developed. heads through which

they would pass into megawatË months of inflow, and all storage
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capacities multiplied by the toLal head developed downstream

of these storage sit,es into megawatt months of storage.

p = OH/ 14.9

1 cfs-month-ft.
I

= -Ta- KW-month

Inflows and storage capacities are separately added,

and the totals are then run through the hydro system which

is treated as one large unit. Production is also measured

in megawatt months, and so both inflow, outflow, and storage

are measured in megawatt months. Operating rules are then

established so that outflorv equals the maximum usable by the

po\¡Ier system whenever inflow exceeds this maximum usable or

there is surplus storage, and outflow equals inflow when there

is no storage. Surplus inflow is put into storage when stoÈage

capacity is available, and taken out of storage again later

during low inflow periods. Total outflowr or energy production,

is then calculated under a variety of different develolments

and the benefits of each are.obtained. A flow chart of the

computer program used in this analysis is shown in T:able III

on the following page

It is assumed in this integrated hydro analysis that

ttre reservoirs in this system can be operated efficiently.

This will be true if reservoirs can be operated in such a

manner that there is no flow in excess of that usable at any

one po\der plant while other reservoirs may not be full. The

spillage of excess flows then should only be necessary when
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TABLE IIT

TOBIN RAPIDS INTEGRA,TED HYDRO ANALYSTS - I'LOWCHARî

Read. in flow data

Establish parameters:
interest rate
energy value

capacity value
growth rate

Calculate and print energy
production and capacity

Calculate and print present discounted
value of energy and capacity

Vary developed head.

Vary storage capacity

to megawatt months = f (QrH)
and. total these

Convert storage capacities
to megawatt months = f (S rH)

and total these

Cal.culate maximum
hydro energy =

Vary load year

Continue
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all reservoirs are full. It is also assumed that if the

total hydro system is firm using the integrated analysis,

each plant in that hydro system should be able to operate

at some position in the peak of the power dernand load curve

so that each plant is also firm. If these two assurnp'Lions

are both correct, the integrated hyd.ro analysis will result

in exactly the same total energy productíon as would the

much more detailed analysis involving the separate operation

of all the individual plants. If there is some doubt as to

the valídity of these two assumptions, a safety factor may

be incorporated into the storage requirements or the total

energy production. For examplê, only 80% of the total stor-

age may be considered effective in the integrated analysis,

or perhaps only 90e" of the theoretical energy production in

the integrated analysis would actually be produced using the

detailed multi-plant operational analysis. fn the case of

the Tobin Rapids por^/er development, where both hydro plants

in the system are located on the same river and the bulk of

the storage is located upstream where it serves both plants,

there would be little doubt about the validitv of the

integrated analysis however.

2-6 Results of Computer Simulation

The computer program using the integrated hydro
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system analysis for the calculation

Tobin Rapids is shorvn in Table IV.

the power benefits of

sample page of output

from Èhis program is also shown. The results of this simula-

tion for d.ifferent developments at Tobin Rapids are shown in

Figure 10. The present d^iscounted value of the total benefits

of the Tobin Rapids poh¡er development are shown as a function

of the developed head and st,orage capacity at Tobin Rapids,

with other parameters fixed as indicated. In the calculation

of the present discounted value of hydro benefits, the annual

benefits of capacity and energy product.ion are calculated for'

each of the first ten years of the project's lifetime, and

after the t,enth year it. is assumed that benefits remain con-

stant at the value of the tenth year. This is not sLrictly

accurate, but it d.oes shorten computation t.ime. Energy pro-

duction is valued at 4 mills/KWH, the alternative fuel cost.

of energy from thermal plants. The average annual energy

production of Tobin Rapids, which depends on the po\^¡er system

size and its ability to absorb hydro energy, is also shown in

the printout in megawatts along with Ëhe presenÈ discounted

value of this energy. Installed. capacity gro\,rs initially

accord.ing to the total system growth until it reaches a limit..

imposed by the downstream bankful capacity of 30 1000 cfs.

J\fter that it remains constant. The allowable total hydro

capacity at any time will be limited by the total depend.able

hydro energy, which must be sufficient to make the capaci-ty

of

A
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firm. A cursory inspection of firm energy requirements and

dependable flols indicates that all the capacity at Tobin

Rapids will usually be firm however, and therefore installed

capacity will not be limited by firm capacity or dependable

energy. Hydro capacity is valued at $8/KW/YR which is the

d.ifference in cost between thermal capacity and hydro capacity.

Gross values could be used in this evaluation, but the use

of net values avoids the problem of variable capacity costs

when total project costs are calculated. It is therefore

possible to express the benefit of the Tobin Rapids power

development entirely in terms of alternative development cosÈs

(i.e. 4 mi1ls/KtrlH for alternative energy cost, and ç9/KW/YR

for the net cost of alternative capacity) and the net bene-

fits of Tobin Rapids can then be computed and maximized

without investigating and calculating the total costs of the

alternat.ive sequence of therrmal development

2-7 Optimum Hydro Development

The optimum single purpose po\^/er d.evelopment can

now be found by comparing the hydro benefits shown in Figure 10

to the costs of developing a certain head as shown i-n Figure 6.

These costs have been calculated previously, and they include

the d.am, spillway, canal, and required penstocks. At the

optimum leve1 of development the hydro net benefits of increas-

ing the size of a variable such as d.eveloped head or storage
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\^rill equal the incremental costs of this variable at the

optimum. The incremental benefits of developed head and

storage capacity have been calculated and these are shown

in Figures 10b and 10c. The incremental- costs of developed

head have been derj-ved from the cost curve in Fig-ure 6, and

these incremental costs have been plotted against the bene-

fits of head in Figure 10b. The optimum level of developed

head, ât which incremental benefits equal incremental costs,

will then occur at about 360-375 feet, corresponding to a

fulI supply leve1 of elevation 1160-1175, and the exact

figure will depend on the storage capacity.

The benefits of storage capacity, shown in I'igure

10b, can now be compared to the costs of stogage in order to

calculate the optimum 1evel of storage capacityr ênd then by

reiteration an exact value of the optimum developed head can

be calculated. The storage benefit curve in Figure 1Ob shows

the benefits of storage available for energy maximization.

The 10,000 sfmof storage reserved for firm capacity must be

ad.ded. to this to obtain the total storage. Of this total,

the storage lying in the bottom 35 feet of storage range

overlaps with the developed head because the hydro po$rer canal

can absorb 35 feet of water level fl-uctuation. Storage ranges

of greater than 35 feet require an intake structure to the

canal with a fixed initial cost and the raisíng of the dam to
provide the extra storage space. At elevation 1I7O a one foot
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increase in the height of the dam will cost about ç4ZOr00O

(Figure 6b), and will yield an increase in storage capaciLy

of 800 sfnr (Figure 7) with the result that storage at this
elevation will cost about 420,000/8OO = $525/sfm if a drop

structure is required; ïn Figure 10b it is no\¡ir possible to
compare the incremental benefits of storage for a d.eveloped

head of about 300-350 feet, to the incremental costs of
storage at $SZS¡;f*, and to arrive at. an optimum 1evel of
storage for energy maximization of 42 t000 sfm.

The storage capacity which overlaps with the developed

head (see Figure 9) can now be calculated. The canar furl
supply level may be around elevation L720, and the minimum

waÈer 1evel will then be 35 feet lower at elevation 1085.

The sÈorage capacity ín this range can be carculated. from

Figure 7 to be 76,000 sfm (elevation 1120) - 56,000 sfm

(elevation 1085) - 20,oo0 sfm. which includes a reserve of
10,000 sfm for firm capacity plus 10,000 sfm for energiy max-

imization. Ad.ditional "torag" for energy maximizat.ion must

then be l-ocated. between the canal FSL and. the reservoir FSL.

The optimum reservoir FSL can now be calculated
from Figure 10c which shows the incremental benefits and costs

of developed head. For a storage capacity of 4z,ooo sfm, the

optimum fu1l supply levél wilr then be elevat.ion rL:72. when

a storage range of 32,000 sfm for enerEy maximization is
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subtracted from this level using Figure 7, the canal full
supply lever will be elevation 7L28, resulting in a dev-

eloped head of 328 feet. This wilr be the optimum síngle
purpose hydro development, with benefits and costs as follows:

Reservoir FSL = IL72

Available Storage = 42,000 sfm

Reserved Storage = 10r0O0 sfm

Power Canal FSL = 1128

Developed Head = 328 feet

Benefits (Figure 104) $206 ,000 ,000 P.D.v.

Costs:

Dam (Figure 6a) $42 ,000 , O0O

Canal, Penstocks &

Intake Structure 18,000,000

Transmission Line 5,000 ,000

TotaL Cost

Net Benefits

$ 0s,000,000

$ 141,000 ,000 P.D.V;
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CHAPTER IÏI

MULTI.PURPOSE ANALYS IS

There are three projects in the multi-purpose water

resource development: hydro po\^¡er, irrigation, and flood

control. Each of these three projects has been investigated

separately in another thesis, and. these projects will now be

combined to obtain the optimum multi-purpose development.

Each project will benefit from sharing the joint costs of

construction of the dam at Tobin Rapíds, but will compete with

other projects for the limited resources such as water supply

and. storage capacity. The optimum allocation of a limited

resource such as water supply must therefore be determined,

and also the optimum level of development, of such variables

as storage capacity and developed head.

3-1' Hyd.ro Benefits

The d.ata pertaining. to the hydro po\^/er develoþment

has already been discussed for the single purpose hydro

develo¡>ment in Chapter II. In the multi-purpose development,

the hydro benefits wiLL be rednced as a result of Lhe irriga-

tion withdrawal of water at Tobin Rapids. The irrigation

project can be developed to three levels, with each level

requiring 800 cfs of water withdrawal. The d.evelopment period,

for the irrigation project. will be 10 years, and therefore
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the irrigat.ion water withdrawal will increase linearly from

zero to its full amount over a period of ten years. The

hydro benefits of power production at Tobin Rapids have been

calculaLed for two cases: the aevefopment of all three

irrigation zones with a resulting ultimate water withdrawal

of 2,400 cfs, and the development of two zones with a water

withdrawal of 1,600 cfs. The results of the computer simula-

tion are shown in Figures 11 and 72. These benefits have

been calculated by subtracting the former hydro power produc-

tion without Tobin Rapids and wiÈhout irrigation withdranvals

from the total hydro povrer production with the Tobin Rapids

plant and with irrigation withdrawals. The cost or the

opportunity value to hydro of the irrigation water withdrawal

can now be calcuIated.. At similar levels of development,

with 350 feet of developed head and 40,0.00 sfm of available

stórage capacity, the hydro benefits for various irrigation
withdrawals are:

Hydro Benefits
H = 350r S = 40

$213 ,420,000

$180 ,410,000

$163,800,000

r33,010,000

$16 ,610 ,000

po\¡¡er is about,

hydro value must

of water to hyd.ro

value), and this

0

1,600 cfs

2,400 cfs

The value

(present discounted

Decrease in
Benefits

Value of
WatervT
$20 ,630

ç20,750

$20,700/cfs

now be
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compared to the irrigation value of water in order to make

an optimum allocation of the limited. water supply.

3-2 Irrigation Benefits

The irrigation project can be developed to three

levelsr ërs mentioned prevl-ously. The benefits and costs of
these developments are as shown below:

Zones Developed.:
Vtater l,Iithdrawal:

Benef its (P.D.V. )

Costs

Net Benefits

Average Value [.Iater:

Incremental Net Benefits:

ïncremental- Value Water

L2,000,000 40 ,000 ,000 52,000,000

$ f S ,000/cfs $ ZS ,jjj/efs Ç 2L,667 /cfs

$28,000,000 $L2,000,000

$ ¡5,000/efs $ fS ,000/cfs

I
800 cfs

$38,ooo,ooo

26,000,000

2

1r600 cfs

$71,000,000

31,000,000

3

2,400 cfs

$9o, oo0,000

3 9,000 ,000

The average and incremental values of water to irriga-

tion have been calculated and shown above. The net benefits of

the irrigation project are considered to be the total value of

water to irrigation in this case. This assumes that alternative
sources of water supply are not available. The incremental

value of water in proceed.ing from one level of development to

the nexÈ, from two zones to three zones for example, can be

calculated by dividing the increase in net benefits by the

increase in required water supply z (52,000,000 40,000 ;0001 /
(2400 1600) = $15,000/cfs P.D.V. These values can then
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be compared to the value of water to hydro pohrer in order to
make an optimum allocation of the limited water supply.

The irrigation project also has an interest in the

reservoir elevation of the multi-purpose development, because

this will affect the slope and the costs of Lhe irrigation
canal from the reservoir to the irrigation area. The cost of

this canal as a function of the intake elevat.ion is shown in

Figure 13a, and from this curve the incremental benefits of
reservoir elevation to Lhe irrigation project can be derived

as shown in Figure 13b. These benefits are equal to the

reduction in costs of the irrigation canal as the reservoir
elevation increases.

In the single purpose irrigation development all
three zones will be developed and a dam will be constructed

at itobin Rapids for water supply with a reservoir elevation

of 1O5O feet., a dam cost of 52I,500,000, and a canal cost of

$8,600,000.

In the multi-purpose development the irrigation
storage requírements \4/ere not considered because these would

overlap with the hydro storage and it would be difficult to

separate the two. In the computer simulat,ion, irrigation with-
drawals were simply made from natural river inflow plus total

available storage, and the remaining water was used for hydro

power
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3-3 Flood Control

The flood control project will control flooding at

a large city downstream of Tobin Rapids. Several alternatives
are possible for such flood control, and they include a flood

storage reservoir at Tobin Rapids, a diversion of flows down-

stream, and channel improvements through excavation or diking.
If only a flood storage reservoir is introduced., the benefits

of flood control storage will be as shown in Figure 14.. The

flood control benefits are obtained by integrating the flood

damages at various floods over the probability sca1e, i.e.:

Averase Damage =[o tOrl p (ei < O < ei*t)
t

where D(Q) = damage due io flood of Q cfs

P (Qr.i Q.{ Qi+f ) = probability of a flood. between

Qi ¿nd Q1+1 cfs.

Vühe,n a f lood passes through the flood control reservoir, it
will be assumed that the flood. peak can be predicted in

advance (three days warning required.) and that. the spillway

is large enough to handle all inflowr so that maximum effect-
iveness can be made of the flood conLrol storage by storing
only flow from the peak of the flood hydrograph. This flood

hydrograph and the flood frequency curve are shown in Figures

15 and. 16. From these curves the reduction in averase flood

28
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damages ¡ ot the benefits of flood control storage, can be

calculated and these are shown in Figure L4a. The j-ncremental

benefits of flood control storage are also shown in Figure 14b.

The most economical revel- of flood contror storage can then

be calculated. by comparing the incremental costs of storage

with the incremental benefits of storage and choosing the

point where the two are equal.

In the single purpose flood control project it was

found that either a singre flood storage reservoir or a single
diversion would have the highest net benefíts. A 70,oo0 cfs
diversion channel would have net benefits of $3B,10O,O0O p.D.V.

A 430roo0 acre-ft., or Trooo sfm flood storage reservoir would.

have net. benefits of $37r9oo,oo0. The cost. of this reservoir,
with a fulI supply leve1 of 1055, would be ç22,300,000. Com-

binations of flood control projects have not been economical

due to the high initiar costs involved for each project. rf
such combinations $¡ere economical however, then the flood
control storage benefit curve for the multi-purpose d.evelop-

ment would have to be revised to reflect the increase in
flood control benefits due to storage when other flood control
works also exist.

3-4 Multi-Purpose Optimum Development

The multi-purpose water resource development will
require the allocat.ion of one limited resource,water, between
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the hyd.ro and the irrigation project, and the determination

of the optimum level of development of two related variables

developed head and storage capacityr so that total net bene-

fits of the three projects will be maximized. The allocaLion

of a limited resource among various projecLs will first be

discussed.

A scarce resource is distributed in economic markets

by a process of selling and buying according to demand and

supply functions. In Lhis case however no economic market

has been established for a scarce commodity like water, and

therefore it must be synthesized using shadow prices. The

demand for water must therefore be calculated as a function

of price for each of the projects which has a water demand.

This demand. can be defined as the value of incremental water

to that project, which will be the increase in net benefits

due to an increase of one unit of water, i.e.:

var-ue of ïncrementál water - d (Net Benefits-@
let Shadow

P (0)

where P (Q)

NB

o

Price = Value

= d NB(Q)
dQ

= shadow price

= net benefits

= quantity of water
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Two hypothetical demand curves represent.ing the

value of incremental water or the price which a project is

willing to pay for that water as a function of the amount

of water O already available to that project are shorvn in

Figure 19 for the irrigat.ion and hydro projects. These

individual demand curves can be added to obtain the total

demand. curve. At price Po for example, the irrigation demand

would be QI (Po) ,

demand would. be

the hydro demand would be QH(P.), and total

QT (Po) where:
\:-

=Z-iQi(Po) =Qr (Po)

After the total demand

is possible to read backwards and

of indÍvidual demand.s for a given

required now for this problem is

Qï (Po) + QH (Po)

curve has been obtained, it

to obtain the composition

total demand.. All that is

to determine the total

available supply of water Qr, to set total demand equal to

total supply, and then from these demand curves the composi-

tion of individual demands can be found for this level of

total supply. This composition will be an optimum one

yielding maximum total net benefits because the marginal

benefits of water to each project, indicated by their shadow

prices, will be equal.

The Tobin Rapids irrigation development involves a

rather discont.inuous demand function with only three points,

as calculated. previously, and these are shown in Figure 20.



The incremental value of water was calculated to be $15r000/

cfs, $35,000/cfs, and $15,000/cfs for the first, second, and

third. zones respectively. The low incremental value for the

first zone is due to the fact that this includes the high

initial costs of the project and thus represents an average

.rä1,re rather than a true incremental value which would be

much higher íf the project were continuously variable in size.

If it is economical to develop the first zone of the irriga-

tion project with a shadow price for water which is. more or

less constant, it will also be economical to develop the

second zone, and therefore the development. of only one irriga-

tion zone will not be an economical alternative. When two

zones are devetoped., the average value of water rvill be

ç25,000/cfs, and this will therefore represent the first point

in the real irrigation water demand curve, which is shown ín

Figure 20 as a solid line compared to the dashed line repres-

enting the theoretical demand for these zones. If the shadow

price for water Lherefore is above $25,000/cfs the irrigation

project is-uneconomical and will demand no water; if it is from

$15,000-$25,000/cfs the irrigation project will demand 1,600 cfs

of water; and if it is below $15,000/cfs the irrigati-on project

will demand the full 2,400 cfs water supply

The hydro demand curve for water has also been plotted

in Figure 20 for the range of interest. This value of water
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to hydro has been calculated previously to be about $20, 0OO/

cfs, which is higher than the value for the development of
the third irrigation zone. The two demand. curves can now be

added as was done for the theoretical case in Figure l-9, the

total water supply can be drawn inrwhich will rneet the total
demand curve at a shadow price of about. $2l,000r/cfs, and the

composition of individual water demands at this shadow price

can now be read from the graph. rrrigation wil-1 Èhen demand

a water supply of 11600 cfs for the development of two zones

and hydro will receive the remainder, about 8,500 cfs. This

will be the optimum allocation of the limited water supply

between these two competing projects.

The next problem will be to calcr:late the optimum

level of development of. such variables as total d.eveloped

head .ttd tot.1 storage capacity. The procedure used here is
similar to that used the allocat,ion of a li-mited resource.

A total d.emand curve can be composed out of the índividual
demand curves, where demand represents the shadow priqe or

marginal value of storage or head at a certain level of
development, and then this demand cu.rve can be matched with
a supply or marginal cost curve to find. the point yietaing
maximum toËal net benefits. It is therefore necessary to
calculate the marginal value of storage or head to each project
at several levels of development, which can be done by calcu-

lating the change in total net benefits with a change in the
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variable of storage or developed head. For the hydro project
these incremental benefits can be derived from the totar
benefits obtained by the computer simulation, shown in
Figure LZa. The incremental benefits of storage and developed

head are shown in Figures Lzb and 12c. These curves will
represent the demand. curves of the hydro project for these

variables. rn the same wây, the marginal benefits of storage

can be derived from the total benefits for flood. control, as

shown in Figure l4b, and the marginal benefits of developed

head for the irrigation canal are shown in Figure 13b. These

curves in turn will represent the demand curves of irrigation
and flood control for these variables.

If these variables Ì^rere completely independent, they

could now be treated separately in the manner shorvn in Figure

2L. rn this figure D., Db and D" represent. the demand curves

obtained from the marginal benefit curves for three projects:
a, b and c. The total demand D, can be obtained by adding

the individual demands. The suppry curve s is also shown. rt.

is equal to the increment.al cost curve of the variable under

consideration. Dfaximum total net benefits are obtained where

the supply curve crosses the demand curve, which is where

incremental benefits of Q equal the incremental costs of e..

This point is labelled (QT, no): The allocation of e, among

the ind.ividual projects can then be. found by find.ing ei(po),
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and it can be seen that r Qi (Po)

This 1eve1QT, the total demand.

variable will then yield maximum

variable.

In the case of the Tobin Rapids development the

two variables of storage capacity and. developed head. are not

completely ind.ependent. however, and therefore a slight modif-

ication must be introduced. The benefits of storage to hydro

power depend on the developed head, and therefore a developed

head must be assumed in order to obtain the hydro storage

d.emand curve and. it may be necessary to reiterate this pro-

cedure a few times in order to obtain the exact optimum

storage. The same applies to benefits of developed head for

hydro, which is a function of the hydro storage.

Not onlv are the benefit or demand curves of these

two variables r.r]a"u, but the cost or supply curves are also

very closely related. The developed head and. its costs will

be really the cost of räising the dam, or developing more

head which will not. be used as developed head. The cost of

storage can be calculated by dividing the incremental cost of

developed head, shown in Figure 6b, by the incremental increase

in storage due to the head, which can be obtained from Figure 7:
dc dc .: ds
Asdh:dh

= QT(P.) r by definition of

of devel-opment for this

total net benefits of this

where: dc = chanqe ín cost

ds = change in storage

dh = change in head,
or.FSL.
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Both dc/dtt and dsldh will depend on the height of
dam h. The term dc/dh varies greatlyr âs can be seen from

Figure 6b, and it will therefore be desirable to eliminate

it and at the same time integrate the two variables of devel-

oped head and storage capacity by expressing storage capacity

in terms of incremental feet of developed head. By inspec-

tion it appears that the optimum fuIl supply lev,el roay be at

about el. 1170, and at this point. one incremental foot of
head is equivalent to 830 cfs-months of storage capacity, from

Figure 7. All the storage benefits or demand curves can then

be relabelled so that the axis will read in terms of feet of
storage range rather than sfm. The st.orage demand curves can

then be added to the developed head demand curves for hydro

and irrigation to find the total demand curve for developed

head.

This curve is shown in Figure 22. Only the section

of interest where benefits are comparable to costs is plotted,

since the other sections vary so greatly that they would not

all fit in the same graph. the demand curves are rabelled in
terms of successive addit.ions:

a = hydro power benefits of head (See Figure l-Zc)

b = hydro power and irrigation benefits of head
(See Figure 13b)

c = hydro power and irrigation benefits of head; and.
hydro power benefits of storage (See Figure 12b)

d = hydro power and irrigation benefits of head; and
flood controL and hydro por^¡er ,benefi-ts of, storag,e
(See Figure 14b).
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It can be seen from Figure 16 that the optimum fuIl

supply Ievel of the development will be at II77 feet, ât which

point the incremental benefits of d.eveloped head for all pro-

jects equal the increment costs of this developed head. At

this point, the difference between curves b and c of 47 feet

will represent the hydro storage range above the canal ful1

supply level. This storage capacity will be 47 feet x 7CI0

sfm/ft average (See Figure 7) = 33,000 sfm. lfhen this is

added to the 20r0OO sfm of storage within the canal range, a

total of 531000 sfm of storage is obtained, of which 10,000 sfm

is reserved for fj-rm capacity, and.43,000 sfm is available for

energy maximization. The differences between curves c and d

of 10 feet will represenÈ flood control storage of 8,500 sfm.

The irrigat.ion benefits of developed head are non-exclusive,

and. therefore the total hydro d.eveloped head. can be found from

curve b to be 320 feet, corresponding to an elevation of 1t2O

feet. When st.orage ranges of 47 feet and 10 feet are added

above thisrreservoir full supply level will again be at

elevatj-on i-L77 feet. This will then be the optimum multi-
purpose d.evelopment at Tobin Rapid.s.
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CHAPTER ÏV

UNCERTAINTY AND SENSITIVTTY .ANAIYSES

Several assumptions have been made in this water

resource system analysis v¡ith regard. to the value of certain

parameters such as the interest rate, future thermal fuel

costs and capacity costs, and the raLe of growth of po\,ver

demand. The results of this economic analysis depend on the

values of these parameters, and if these parameters are

changed, the most economic solution will change. An incorrect

estímate of these parameters will therefore result in an

inefficient allocation of resources and a loss in potential

net benefit.s. It is important therefore that these parameters

be estimated correctly, and that the results of smal1 varia-

tions in their values be known.

4-L Theorv of Expected Values

In estimating the future value of a parameter such

as the interest rate, only a single expected value is usually

chosen, whereas there is actually a rvhole probability distrib-
' ution of possible future values which may be greater or less

than the expected va1ue. If this probability distribution

were known or could be estimated, a refined econgmic ênd

statistical analysis would attempt to maximize the expected

net benefits of a project, where the expected value is
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defined as:

E (x) = l, *.n(x).dx
¿

where E (x) = expected value of x

39.

P (x) = probability of x occurring

Example:

Tf the probability of obtaining various total

benefits is as shown below, then the expected value

of the benefits is as shown:

Benefits Probability B.P (B)

0
5

10
15
20
25

5Z
202
30u
202
153
103

0.0
r.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.5

Tæ
v

E (B) = l-. Bi. P (Bi) = 12.5l- t ' r'

The expected benefits of a project as a function of

the'ínterest rate would be:

E (B) = i a (r ).P (r ).dr
r.f

where B (r) = benefits with int'erest rate r

And the expected benefits if several uncertain

parameters are involved would be:

E(B) = fl^f B(r,c,9 ).p(r,c,S ).drdcd9
"IJJgcr
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The calculation of expected benefits in such a form

would involve an enormous amount of work however, and further-
more the probability distribution of the parameters is usually
unknown. Therefore the statistical analysis in the case of
this water resource development will be limited t,o a sensiLiv-
ity analysis of the most important parameters: the future
interest rate, the future varue of power in terms of alter-
native thermal costs, and the growth rate of the power system.

4-2 Sensitivity of Parameters and Costs Involved

The parameters discussed above have been varied and

then the changes in the optímum level of development for each

variation have been calculated. The ineff,iciency,due to
incorrect estimates of, the parameter, has also been calculated

in each case. This inefficiency is defined here as the loss

in net benefits which could be avoided if the parameters had

been estimated correctly. The revised benefits of the hydro

project are shown for four d.ifferent cases in Figures 23a -
26a. The, incremental benefits of developed head. and storage

for each of these four cases are shown in Figures 23 26, b

and c. From the curves in Figures b and c the new required

levels of storage and head. and the inefficiency of each hrrong

estimate can be calculated. The inefficiency can be found as

shown in Figure 27. Let Bo represent the original marginal

benefit funetion based on the incorrect parameter estimates.
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Qo is then the optimurn level of development. A correction of

one parameter results in a shift of the marginal benefit func-

tion to B, however. The new optimum level of development

would be QI, but the project has already been built .a Qo

The result is that marginal benefits are lower than marginal

costs from Q, to Qo, and the loss due to inefficiency will

be equal to the shaded area shown between lines Qo, C and.

Bl. The total change in net benefits of the project may be

much higher, but most of this change is unavoidable and only

a.small part will be d.ue to inefficiency.

This sensitivity analysis was made for each of the

important parameters in the single purpose Tobin Rapids power

development: i = interest rate t c = cost of fuet for thermal

power, g = growth rate of the power system. 'rn each case the

required change in the variables of storage and developed head,

was, calculated., the economic inefficiency of an incorrect

estimate was calculated, and the total change in net benefits

$ras calculated. The following tabulation shows the results.

Benefits I tsParameters A Head A Storage

1000 sfm

5

+3
+6

icg-.

6Z 4¡n 6Z

746
645
6s6

feet

6

-20
+8

â.10" $

-

225

190

207

262

106 $

-35
-18
+37

Inefficiency
106 $

0.2
6.0
3.5
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From this table it is evident that correct values

of these parameters are very important. An increase in the

interest rate of 1? will lower the total benefits of the

project greatly - by $35,000,000, but the loss due to inef-

ficiency is surprisingly sma1l - only $300,000.

A decrease in the estimated. growth rate of the

power system by 1% will result in a much higher inefficiency

$6,000,000, and also in a large loss of total benefits

$18,000,000. Much of this inefficiency occurs due to the

special nature of this case. The Tobin Rapids dam can be

built to various heights, and quite often power developments

will consist of a sequence of dams whose height is limited
by the tailrace elevation of upstream dams. ïn such a case

expenditures for future development can be adjusted according

to the rate of development and efficiency will be less

sensitive to the growth, although the opt.imum sequence of

development, especially when. large power plants are involved,

will sti1l depend on the growth rate of the system to some

extent. Nevertheless the growth rate of the power system is

often an important parameter, and a careful economic study

and analysis will be warranted here in order to avoid costly'
inefficiencies in planning.

The future value of electricity, determined in this
case by the cost of fuel for alternative thermal por^¡er genera-
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tion, is also an important and sensitive parameter in power

system planning. An increase of 1 miIl/I{WH in fuel costs

will result in increased benefits of $37,000,000 and in an

inefficiency of $3,500,000. These fuel costs could change

in the future d.ue to technological advances in oil fired

thermal po\^¡er generation or in nuclear power generatÍon.

Nuclear power was not considered. in this analysis because

the units were too large and undependable, but power planning

for the future should also consider fut.ure nuclear power

costs in d.etermining the future value of power.

The.sensit,ivity of dam cost estimates is also an

important consideration. The optimum 1eve1 of d.evelopment. is

determined here by marginal costs, rather than initial or

fixed costs, and. therefore marginal or incremental cos,Ls,

which usually depend on unit construction costs, are of great

con'cern. An error of 10? in marginal cost estimates would

involve relatively little loss, per'haps $1,OO0rO0O or sor

whén the marginal cost curve is very steep as it. is here, but

if the curve had a milder slope the loss would be substantial.

It should be pointed out here that the large losses

in efficiency due to incorrect parameter estimates apply prim-

arily to cases involving continuous variables such as dam

height and. storage capacity. When these variables are dis-
continuous, such as in the sequential d.evelopment of a hyd.ro

43
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systen where all dam heights are fixed., losses due to ineffic-

iency will also be discontinuous and will occur only when the

optimum sequence of development is changed. In such cases

losses due to inefficiency will either be zeto or very large'

and they will depend upon the cosËs of alternative sequences

of development.

4-3 fnflation and Interest Rates

The effects of inflation upon future prices which

are used to determine benefit.s and costs and upon the interest

rate used to discount these benefits often plagues the problem

of development planning. Fortunately, both the problem of

changing prices and high discount rates can be neatly solved'

if inflation is uniform for all prices or in all sectors of

the economy. During times of inflation the interest rate

chárged on loans is higher than normal. This is because the

money that is used to repay the loan ís worth less than it'

was when the loan was first made, and therefore lenders will

demand an extra return to compensate for this inflation' The

inflated rate of interest will therefore consist of a real

rate of return plus an inflation compensation fact'or, which

should. be e'qua1 approximately to the rate of inflation. If

this inflation compensation factor is recognized. and subtracted

from the inflated rate of interest, the real rate of interest
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can be found. The problem of inflation can now be avoided by

measuring all future benefits in current uninflated prices

and by discounting these at the uninflated interest rate

equal to the real marginal rate of return on money. This will

be equivalent to discounting inflated prices at inflated

interest rates r âs can be shown below:

Assume that:

Vr = inflated value

Vn = real or uninflated value

n = number .of years

i = inflated. interest rate

E = real or uninflated interest rate

f. = rate of inflation

Then: V- - V^ (1 + f)n.ErÍ

The reat or uninflated d.iscount factor for n years becomes:

'¡=1 *R 
(t + r)n

while the inflated. discount factor for n years becomes:
1I=-=dr

(1 +i)n (1 +r+f +rf)n .(1 +r)n(1 +f)n

where the inflated interest rate i = r + f + rf

. vo (1 +f)n vR
Vo.do=-=- =VR.dR'E r' (1 + r)n (r + f)n (1 + r)n

which is equal to the present value with uninflated. prices.
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CHAPTER V

BENEFIT COST ANALYSES SUMM.A,RY

5-1 Sing1e Purpose Development,

The benefits and. cost.s of each of the single purpose

water resource development projects are as follows:
Hydro Power

FuII Supply Level Il72
Storage 42,000 sfm
Developed Head 328 feet
Full Capacity 650 MW

Benefits ç206,000,000 PDV
(i=6e")

Dam Costs $42 ,000,000
Canal & Penstocks 18,000,000
Transmission Lines 5,000,000
Total Costs

Net Benefits

Flood Control

Diversion of 70 1000 cfs capacity
with Net Benef,its = $38,100,000

Or: Storage Reservoir of 7,000 sfm
Reservoir FSL - 1055

Benefits $ 40 1200 1000
Costs $ 22,300,000

Net Benef its - ar, rtt 
"*

$ 65,ooo,ooo.

$141,000,000
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Irrigation

Ful.l development, of 3 zones: 300,000 acres
V'Iater withdrawal 2,400 cfs
Reservoir FSL 1050

5-2 Multi-Purpose Development

The benefits and costs of these projects in the

multi-purpose development are as follows:
Hydro Power

FulI Supply Level IL77 feet

Benefits

Dam Costs
Canal Costs
Total Cost.s

Net Benefits

Storage
Developed Head

s2L,900,000
g ,600 ,000

$ 90,000,000

$ 38,000,000

$ s2,000,000

$ 23,000,000

ç747,000,000

43,000 sfm
320 feet

Irrigation Withdrawal 1600 cfs

Benefits $170,000,000

Costs of canal
and penstocks $18 1000,000

Transmission Lines 5,000,000
Total Separable Costs

Remaining Benefits

Flood Control

I'lood control storage 8,500 sfm

Tota1 Benefits $ 63,000,000

Separable Costs (10 feet of head) $ S,200,000

Remaining Benefits $ sz,800,000
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Irrigation

Development of 2 zones:
lVater withdrawal

Benefits

Canal Costs
Other Costs

Total Separable Costs

Remaining Benefits

200,000 acres
1600 cfs

$ z r,000 ,000

$ 5,2oo,ooo
5 ,000 ,000

Joint Dam Costs (elevation 1167)

.$ 10,200,000

$ 60,800,000

$ 37,800,000

5-3 Cost Sliaring Schenies

The dam and reservoir costs of Tobin Rapids must. now

be distributed among these three projects. The usual procedure

for such a d.istribution is to let each project pay all its own

separable costs and a share of the joint. costs proportional to

its savings based upon the least alternat.ive cost of develop-

ment. For example, if a project has costs in the multi-
purpose d.evelopment which are $10,000,000 less than they would

be in a single purpose deveJ-opment after paying for all its

own separable costs in the multi-purpose development, then its

benefits due to the multi-purpose development are $10,000r000.

These benefits are caiculated for all the participating projects,

and then each project will be assigned a share of Ëhe joint,

costs of development equal to its share of the total benefits

of this multi-purpose d.evelopment as def,ined above.
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In the case'of the Tobin Rapid.s multi-purpose

development the benefits as well as the costs of each projecÈ

in the multi-purpose development change. This complication

can be easily introd.uced into the above allocation procedure

however. T1. benefits of the multi-purpose development for
a project must then be defined in terms of the change in net,

benefits of this project cornpared with .the net benefi-ts of
its best alternative single purpose development. Both changes

in costs and benefits will therefore be includ.ed when net

benefit.s are considered. The only difficulty in this partic-

ular case arises in defining the alternative for a project
to this mult.i-purpose d.evelopment. It may be considered the

single purpose development using Tobin Rapids t or if the use

of the Tobin Rapids dam site is prohibited, it may be no

d.evelopment at all, in which case the entire net benefits of
a project will be due to the multi-purpose development.

These two cases will be considered separately below:

Solution å,

The alternative to the multi-purpose development

of Tobin Rapíds in this case includ.es the possibility of the

single purpose development of Tobin Rapid.s. The allocatíon
of joint costs according to the method discussed above will
then proceed as follows:

49.
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Multi-purpose
Remaining Benefits

Single Purpose
Net Benefits

Benefits d.ue to
Multi-purpose
Development

Share of
Total Benefit.s

Share of
Joint Costs

MuIti-purpose
Net Benefits

Hydro

çL47,000,000

$141,000 ,000

$ 0, ooo,ooo

PROJEC
Irriga!.ion

$60,800,000

ç52,ooo,ooo

$ I,8oo,ooo

50.

Flood Control

Ç57 ,800,000

$3 8,100 , ooo

$19 ,700 ,000

I7 .42

$ e,600 ,000

$140 ,400 , ooo

25.52

$ 9 ,600 ,000

$51 ,200 ,000

57 .LZ

ç2L,600,ooo

$36,2oo,ooo

In this case the total benefits due to the multi-

purpose development ($34r500,000) are slightly less than the

joint costs of the multi-purpose development ($37,800r000),

with the result that the multi-purpose net benefits of each

project are slightly less than the single purpose net benefits.

This apparent inefficiency is due to the definition of the

alternat.ive best development using Tobin Rapids in this case

however, and in practice it would be impossible for both

hydro and irrigation to develop these alternatives separately.

Solution B

The alternative to the multi-purpose development of

Tobin Rapids in this case excludes Èhe possibility of the
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single purpose d.evelopment. of Tobin Rapids. There will
therefore be no alternative development possibilities for
hydro por¡¡er and irrigat.ion. The allocation of joint develop-

ment costs will then be as follows:

PROJECT
Hydro Ïrrigation Flood Control

Mu1t.i-purpose
Remaining Benefits $147,000,000 $60,800,000 $57,900,000

Alternative
Net. Benefits

Benefit.s due to
0 $38,100,000

Multi-purpose çL47,000,000 $60,800,000 $19,700,000
Development

Share of
Total Benefits 64.6eo 26.72 g.7Z

Share of Joint Costsç 24,400,000 $10,100,000 $ 3,300,000

MuIti-purpose
Net Benefits çL22,600,000 $5O,ZOO,00O $54,500,000
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APPENDIX A

In section 2-2, it was stated that the shadow price

or value of power \,ras:
1. oo -r+(value)o = J (incremental cost)a e ".r.dt

o

A mathematical derivation ,o.f .this equ.ation is shown

below. An increase in the capacity of a power plant constructed.

at time t = o is made, and Èhe reduction in the present value

of future construction costs is then calculated.

The present discounted value of all future costs is:

where p., = expected average cost per unit
-1 4 of capacity of project i
9i = capacity of i
t.: = time at which project i is constructedI
r = discount rate

the saving due to delayed constructíon costs is:

-rtic= - l_ -l_
l-

-tti
dc 1, ' l_'l- l-

L

where dLi = delay in tirne of construction of
j- due to extra capacitv dq

¿go extra capacity installed now

dq.¡¿ -o
(¡l-. ......--r 9.9t

g = annual growth rate in demand
for output

Qt = outPut at tíme t
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let Ti = ti*t ti

T, = time delav between constructionr' of projeci i and project i+I
q.,¡ =-anôvxt

-ft=
ð,c = L pig;e l- r dgo

i¡ ,f;

A¡ \- -rt'gc = ) p.T.e l- r
dq l-

].

we can add to this the residual value of the excess

capacity after n periods to make this e ect:

g =to.T."-tttr+p.-tttd.cr 4-a r-'o l-

n È. ..
As n-+ oo , Ti = Ja 

t*t dt

. ,-- -rt.ocl q = .l Pr" rdt = qPo

where w is =o,i" weighting function approximately

equal to I, reflecting the increasing cost of installing

capacity and pa = pi of last project constructed at tirne t.
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HYDRO CAPACITY
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Total
' 0peration and lr{aintenance
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THER}{AL CAPACITY

$roo/tw
Là
6%

L%w ($rool
$2 /k:,t /yr

= $8/yr

= $1slyr
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